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Machine-learned interatomic potentials are fast becoming an indispensable tool in computational materials science.
One approach is the ephemeral data-derived potential (EDDP), which was designed to accelerate atomistic structure
prediction. The EDDP is simple and cost-efficient. It relies on training data generated in small unit cells and is fit
using a lightweight neural network, leading to smooth interactions which exhibit the robust transferability essential
for structure prediction. Here, we present a variety of applications of EDDPs, enabled by recent developments of
the open-source EDDP software. New features include interfaces to phonon and molecular dynamics codes, as well
as deployment of the ensemble deviation for estimating the confidence in EDDP predictions. Through case studies
ranging from elemental carbon and lead to the binary scandium hydride and the ternary zinc cyanide, we demonstrate
that EDDPs can be trained to cover wide ranges of pressures and stoichiometries, and used to evaluate phonons, phase
diagrams, superionicity, and thermal expansion. These developments complement continued success in accelerated
structure prediction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Machine learning methods have transformed computational
materials science1,2. They have been applied to predict ma-
terial properties3–6, develop new density functionals7–9, and
train highly accurate interatomic potentials on large quantities
of data10–12. These machine-learned potentials enable simula-
tions over much larger length- and time-scales than those fea-
sible with ab initio methods such as density functional theory
(DFT)13,14, at a comparable level of accuracy. Some success-
ful applications of machine learned potentials include crack
propagation in silicon15, the high-temperature high-pressure
phase diagram of hydrogen16, demonstrating the influence of
quantum effects on phases of water and ice 17 and Ge-Te-
based phase change materials18,19, to name a handful of ex-
amples among many.

The development of machine-learned potentials is a highly
active field and there are already many implementations
to choose from. The primary differences between them
arise from the choice of atomic descriptors and the fitting
method10,11,20–31. Pioneering developments in machine learn-
ing the energy landscapes of extended systems were made by
Behler and Parrinello10, as well as Csányi and co-workers11.
More recently, classes of local potentials that are systemati-
cally improvable by increasing the size of the basis, such as
the moment tensor potentials (MTP)23 and the atomic cluster
expansion (ACE)24,25, have been developed. Message-passing
neural networks take inspiration from chemical intuition26,32.
Another promising development is the construction of large-
scale graph neural networks covering extensive swathes of the
periodic table30,31.

In addition to research into the development of appropriate
atomic descriptors33–36, substantial effort has been devoted to
developing efficient schemes for the training database gener-
ation37. Traditionally, training data consist of experimental
structures, supplemented by manually constructed defect and
surface prototypes12. However, more recent methods have en-
abled automated construction of datasets without experimen-
tal input.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can be used to train
the potential on selected uncorrelated snapshots10,12,38,39.
This frequently includes an element of active learning40,41,
where the potential is updated when it encounters a badly de-
scribed structure. It is possible to consciously bias the MD
runs towards configurations badly described by the potential,
requiring fewer steps to obtain sufficient sampling of the en-
ergy landscape42,43. Another promising method is to use tech-
niques inspired by structure prediction, in particular random
search, to create ab initio datasets22,44–48.

Structure prediction is a prominent component of mod-
ern materials science; understanding materials’ structures at
the atomic level allows for a quantum mechanical predic-
tion and description of their properties49,50. Perhaps the most
straightforward technique for first-principles structure predic-
tion is Ab Initio Random Structure Searching (AIRSS)51,52,
which explores energy landscapes through the relaxation of
many randomly generated structures to nearby local minima.
Through sufficient samples and aided by constraints ensur-
ing the initial random structures are chemically sensible, low-
enthalpy arrangements of the constituent atoms are identi-
fied. Other approaches also exist, notably evolutionary53,54

and particle-swarm optimisation55, as well as minima/basin
hopping56.
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The success of ab initio structure prediction over recent
decades51,57–62 is largely due to the development of DFT-
based methods which can accurately determine candidate
structure energies. DFT’s quantum mechanical foundation al-
lows it to replicate the underlying smoothness of the energy
landscape, resulting in robust behaviour for all configurations
of atoms. This is essential for structure prediction. However,
the need in DFT to account for the electronic structure incurs
a significant computational cost. This cost can scale cubically
with the number of atoms, while the size of the configuration
space to be searched ultimately increases exponentially52.

Machine learned potentials can ameliorate the cubic scal-
ing problem45,48,63–71 and a class of neural-network potentials,
Ephemeral Data-Derived Potentials (EDDPs)22, were recently
developed specifically for high-throughput structure predic-
tion. To date, the approach has been validated with two pub-
lished searches. Its first application was the prediction of a
new high pressure phase of silane (SiH4). Silane was one
of the first systems to be studied with AIRSS51, but the re-
cent work using EDDPs has uncovered a previously unseen
structure which contains twelve formula units (f.u.) in the
primitive cell and becomes thermodynamically stable around
300 GPa22. Recently, EDDPs were employed in the study of
a ternary hydride system. Following the recent experimen-
tal claim of room temperature superconductivity at close-to-
ambient pressures in the Lu-H-N system72, ternary hydride
systems have been the focus of several computational stud-
ies73–76. Of these studies, the only one to identify a thermo-
dynamically stable ternary structure at ambient pressure lever-
aged EDDPs for the structure search, exploring more of the
composition space and searching with larger unit cells76,77.

The training scheme for the EDDPs is inspired by the
AIRSS approach and closely integrated with the AIRSS soft-
ware package. In AIRSS, sensible structures are generated
by placing atoms randomly into a unit cell and then adjust-
ing their positions to satisfy a set of chemically inspired con-
straints. The structures are then relaxed to their nearest lo-
cal minima. Normally, this is done using the CASTEP DFT
package78, but with the EDDPs, repose (see Sec. IV B) fulfils
this role. Through sufficient samples, low-enthalpy arrange-
ments of the constituent atoms are identified.

This work is organised as follows. In Sec. II, we sum-
marise the main features of the EDDPs, notably their tightly-
constrained, physically inspired descriptors. In Sec. III, we
explain our training scheme, which is based on a wide explo-
ration of chemical space in small cells and uses a light-weight
neural network of typically just five nodes in a single hidden
layer. In Sec. IV, we explain the software implementation of
EDDPs, how they can be used to carry out simulations, and
suggest some best practices for generating a high-quality po-
tential. In Sec. V, we highlight several key features of the ED-
DPs through a series of case studies. The EDDPs are smooth
and exhibit size transferability (for instance, a Pb potential
trained on no more than six atoms can be used to success-
fully run MD simulations with thousands of atoms). EDDPs
can be used to study a wide range of stoichiometries and pres-
sures and can describe complex systems such as metal-organic
frameworks (MOFs). The EDDPs, originally designed to ac-

celerate structure search, can be used to calculate phonon dis-
persions, run MD, and accurately predict phase diagrams.

II. MAIN FEATURES OF THE EDDPS

In this section we outline briefly the EDDP method; a more
complete description is available in Ref. 22. Like many
interatomic potentials, EDDPs approximate the total potential
energy by a sum of atomic contributions10:

Etot = ∑
i

Ei = ∑
i

E(Fi), (1)

where Fi is a feature vector encoding a local atomic environ-
ment and i runs over all atoms in the system. In principle, the
function E(Fi) may be determined in numerous ways, includ-
ing linear, Gaussian process, or neural network regression. In
the Subsection II A, we introduce the EDDP feature vector in
a linear setting, after which we summarise the neural networks
employed in practice (shown in Fig. 1(a)).

A. EDDP Feature Vectors

The EDDP feature vector is rooted in the body-order expan-
sions utilised by many classical interatomic potentials. Such
expansions express the atomic energies in Eq. 1 in terms of
interactions with neighbouring atoms:

Ei = E(1)
i +E(2)

i +E(3)
i + ... (2)

with each term corresponding to an increasing body-order in-
teraction (E(1) is one-body, etc.). Taking inspiration from
the physically motivated Lennard-Jones79,80 and extended
Lennard-Jones81 potentials, these interactions can be mod-
elled with a linear combination of functions composed of a
radial function f(r) raised to a power pm. Wang et al.82 have
previously proposed using radial functions that are naturally
cut-off beyond a radius rc. We use a function that follows this
approach with the form:

f (r) =

{
2(1− r/rc) r ≤ rc

0 r > rc.
(3)

The two-body interaction expressed as a sum of these func-
tions is:

E(2)
i =

N

∑
j ̸=i

M

∑
m

w(2)
m f (ri j)

pm = wT
(2)F

(2)
i , (4)

where the first summation is over the neighbours j of the cen-
tral atom i, with distance ri j between them. The second sum-
mation is over the total number of functions M with corre-
sponding weights w(2)

m . The analogous expression to Eq. 4 for
the three-body interactions is:
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FIG. 1. (a) Key stages of generating a potential: building feature vectors from atomic environments, training of multiple individual potentials
to generate an ensemble before obtaining a single potential from a weighted fit across this ensemble (Q is total size of ensemble, with each
individual potential indexed by q). (b) Feature vectors are constructed by concatenating the basis functions for each species and each body-
order interaction. The total size of this vector depends on the number of functions (M), the number of body-order interactions included in the
potential and the number of species (X). These feature vectors are passed through a shallow neural network to yield an atomic energy. The
atomic energies for all atoms are summed up to give the total energy.

E(3)
i =

N

∑
j ̸=i

N

∑
k> j ̸=i

M

∑
m

M

∑
o

w(3)
mo f (ri j)

pm f (rik)
pm f (r jk)

qo =wT
(3)F

(3)
i .

(5)
The first two summations now run over neighbouring atoms,
with the index k corresponding to a third atom that contributes
to the interaction. The summations in m and o run over func-
tions with corresponding weights wmo. The powers pm are
distributed geometrically between a minimum and maximum
exponent. By default, the minimum exponent is 2, ensuring
continuity of energies and forces at the cutoff radius22.

The right-hand sides of Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 show how the
two- and three-body interactions can be expressed as a scalar
product between a number of weights wT and a vector Fi.

When the {F( j)
i } for all body-order interactions are concate-

nated they constitute the feature vector (shown in figure 1 (b)),
which defines the local environment of atom i:

Fi = F(1)
i ⊕F(2)

i ⊕F(3)
i . (6)

The weights (wT ) could be found from a linear fit. In practice
these linear weights are not used in the EDDP scheme, rather
a small neural network is employed with the feature vectors
Fi as input.

In the case of multiple species and truncation at three-
body terms, this concatenation gives a feature vector of length
X+X2M+ X3+X2

2 M2, where X is the number of species and M
the number of polynomials. This scaling results from species-
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centred representations of each body order and the feature
vectors are sparse in the case of many species. While the
EDDPs include interactions up to three-body by default, two-
body potentials can be sufficiently accurate to accelerate struc-
ture prediction in non-covalently bonded systems and consid-
erably faster.

B. Neural Network

After constructing the feature vectors, a fit is carried out
using a neural network with a single hidden layer typically
containing no more than 5 nodes. This small and light-weight
neural network makes the cost of fitting the potential negli-
gible compared to the cost of the first-principles calculations.
An EDDP can be trained on a small number of central pro-
cessing units (CPUs), such as might be contained in a laptop.

Since training neural networks involves non-convex opti-
misation with a stochastic initialisation, two subsequent fits
on the same data will typically produce two different poten-
tials. In the EDDP framework, this is exploited to construct
an ensemble of several potentials to obtain a composite EDDP.
By regularising the fit, ensembles are expected to outperform
individual potentials83,84.

III. HOW TO TRAIN YOUR EDDP

Several recent studies have demonstrated the success of
small-cell training schemes22,47,48,85,86. These methods cover
a large region of chemical space by using a training set con-
taining many small cells with a wide variety of structures. The
computational cost associated with evaluating the DFT ener-
gies of datapoints in this way is low compared to methods
which rely on MD trajectories of larger systems.

The scheme for training EDDPs uses a small-cell method
designed to exploit random structure searching to provide di-
verse, and challenging, datasets. Figure 2 summarises the
iterative training. The training dataset is initially comprised
of randomly generated structures. It is possible to specify a
variety of constraints on how these structures are generated,
such as minimum interatomic distances and a number of ap-
plied symmetry operations. The exact choices will depend on
the task at hand, but the general principle is that this set of
structures should be diverse, and include high-energy config-
urations in order to help the EDDP learn what is not a good
arrangement of atoms. The energies for these structures are
found with single-point calculations at the DFT level. The
number of atoms in these initial structures is typically in the
range of 2-20. In the examples in Sec. V, the lowest num-
ber of atoms is 2 for elemental lead, and the highest is 24 for
scandium hydride.

It is possible, but not necessary, to add ‘marker’ structures
to the set. These will usually be structures the system is
known to adopt, and manually including them helps ensure
they are well-described. These structures are ‘shaken’ (sub-
jected to small random distortions). The DFT energies of the
new set are calculated and added to the dataset. A first EDDP

use potential n to find local
minima and generate shakes

n=nmax

‘marker‘ structures + shakes

random ‘sensible‘ structures

stop

fit potential n

n=0

n=n+1

yes

no

FIG. 2. The iterative scheme used to generate a dataset of small-cell
structures and train an EDDP on it. Blue rectangles indicate DFT sin-
glepoint energy calculations, with light blue indicating the optional
marker structure step. The red rectangle indicates the process of fit-
ting the potential.

is trained on the random (and possible marker) structures and
then refined in an iterative process. In each iteration the cur-
rent EDDP is used to relax a set of newly generated random
structures to their local minima. The structures corresponding
to those minima are also shaken. The energies of these shaken
structures and those at the minima are calculated using DFT
and added to the dataset. A new EDDP is then trained for
the next iteration. The training is terminated after a few, typi-
cally five, iterations. The default values for these parameters,
along with all others important for the generation of EDDPs,
are summarised in table I.

The cost function used to train the potential takes the form

C =
1
S ∑

s

∣∣∣∣∣Es −
Ns

∑
i

E(Fs,i)

∣∣∣∣∣
p

, (7)

where the index s runs over the total S structures in the train-
ing dataset, E(Fs,i) is the EDDP energy of atom i, Es is the
total DFT energy and Ns is number of atoms in each structure.
The exponent p = 1.25, in a compromise between minimis-
ing the mean average and root mean square errors. Note that,
in contrast to other schemes, forces are not included in the
cost function. The low computational cost of energy calcula-
tions for small-cells allows for a denser sampling of the energy
landscape and the quality of forces from the resulting poten-
tials has proven to be sufficient for many applications (see sec.
V for examples of dynamical calculations). In particular, the
shaken structures ensure sensible forces by providing infor-
mation about the potential energy surface near the minima.

On every iteration, the data is split into training, validation,
and testing sets at a ratio of approximately 80:10:10. The cost
function is minimised using the Levenberg-Marquardt optimi-
sation algorithm87,88 only on the training set. The validation
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TABLE I. Default values of the main parameters governing EDDP
training.

Parameter Default
Radial cutoff, rc 3.75 Å

Size of hidden layer 5
Number of training cycles, nmax 5

Number of polynomials, M 5
Lowest exponent 2
Highest exponent 10

Number of initial random structures 1000
Number of minima per cycle 100

Number of shakes per minimum 10
Shake amplitude 0.02 Å

set is used to implement early stopping89 in order to avoid
over-fitting. Finally, the remaining error against DFT is cal-
culated on the testing set in order to assess the quality of the
potential.

As discussed in Sec II and shown in figure 1a, an ensem-
ble of potentials is used in the EDDP scheme. The weighted
average potential is generated via non-negative least squares
(NNLS)90 reusing and fitting to the validation dataset. This
combines a small subset of all generated potentials with pos-
itive weights; most potentials will have weights of exactly 0,
avoiding over-fitting problems arising from an unconstrained
least-squares fit22. The NNLS combines only those potentials
important and useful for describing the energy landscape well.
This reduces the number of neural network predictions which
must be carried out. Combining a number of potentials allows
the size of the individual neural networks to be kept small.
In our experience, the ensemble usually results in a smaller
testing error than any individual potential.

The existence of many individual potentials allows for sta-
tistical analysis of the performance of the potential83. The
(unweighted) standard deviation of the predicted energies
across the subset of potentials selected by the NNLS is re-
ferred to as the ‘ensemble deviation’. Although not a direct
measurement of the error with respect to DFT, it provides a
useful indicator of how well-constrained the potential is in a
given region of structure space. This can be used to bias the
structures included in the dataset towards those which are not
yet well-described, introducing an additional element of ac-
tive learning. It can also be used to assess the transferability
of potentials. It should be kept in mind that, in principle, it
is possible for the deviation to be small even though the error
compared to DFT is large91, however we are yet to observe
such a case for any EDDP ensemble. Finally, we use the en-
semble deviation to remove pathological structures from high-
throughput searches. These pathological structures appear in
regions where the potential is not well-constrained and are
usually characterised by unreasonably small atomic separa-
tions. Such structures will have ensemble deviations of hun-
dreds of eV per atom. This is orders of magnitude larger than
well-described structures, whose deviations are of the order of
a few meV per atom.

lammps

castep.mpi

airss.pl

ddp

nn

chain or chain-batch

frank forge flock

ramblewobble

buildcell

repose

FIG. 3. The relationship between the different codes comprising
the EDDP framework. Downward arrows indicate a call. Yellow
(orange) ellipses represent bash (perl) scripts, blue (red) rectangles
represent compiled Fortran (C++) programs, and green rhombi are
Fortran modules. For details on the different codes, see the main
text.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND PRACTICAL USE

As originally implemented, the EDDP package is a set of
bash scripts and Fortran codes. These are available under
the GPL2 license92, along with AIRSS93, which the EDDP
package uses to generate the training set. The CASTEP DFT
package78, with which the EDDP framework has been inte-
grated, is available at no cost under academic license94.

A. Generating EDDPs

The chain script is distributed with the EDDP package
and steps through the iterative training scheme discussed in
Sec. III. It is executed on a head node and launches jobs on
a set of specified compute nodes it must be able to reach via
ssh. This is a convenient setup for small- to mid-size personal
clusters not inhibited by wallclock time restrictions.

Figure 3 shows the relationship between chain and the
other codes in the EDDP framework. It calls AIRSS, which
generates random structures using buildcell, and then cal-
culates their energies using DFT. These calculations are small
and run independently, resulting in efficient parallelism and
scalability. frank, forge, and flock are responsible for fea-
ture vector generation, neural network fit, and NNLS combi-
nation of the final potential respectively. flock and forge
interface with the neural network via the nn module. repose
is the supported geometry optimisation code; it is run through
the AIRSS script to generate relaxed structures for the train-
ing dataset. All the codes described above are developed in-
house and do not use any pre-existing neural-network libraries
for Fortran. They currently make use of OpenMP paral-
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TABLE II. Summary of simulation codes in the EDDP package.

Programme Task
repose Local geometry optimisation
wobble Finite-difference phonon calculations

ramble & LAMMPS Molecular dynamics

lelisation and Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) li-
braries, but detailed profiling and optimisation is yet to be im-
plemented.

From a functionality perspective, the EDDP package pro-
vides a self-contained pipeline for data-set generation, po-
tential training, geometry optimisation and dynamical sim-
ulations, via the buildcell, repose, ramble and wobble
codes. The most unique feature of the EDDP package com-
pared to other Fortran neural network potential implementa-
tions is the in-built integration with AIRSS for generation of
the data-set of small random structures.

A Julia implementation (developed by one of us) is also
available (EDDP.jl)95. This implementation has comparable
performance to the Fortran version and allows easy integra-
tion with a range of optimisation algorithms, machine learning
frameworks, and neural network implementations. It also in-
terfaces with python, allowing packages such as the Atomic
Simulation Environment (ASE)96 and phonopy97 to use the
EDDPs.

High-performance computing (HPC) clusters with queue-
ing systems are supported using the ddp-batch package,
available separately on GitHub98. chain-batch is based on
chain, and takes the same command line arguments, but in-
stead of launching the various steps in the training process
directly using ssh, it submits them as job scripts to the HPC
queueing system. Users are able to specify the scheduler op-
tions separately for each of these jobs in a .schedopt file, al-
lowing for the available compute resources and architectures
to be employed optimally. chain-batch monitors the status
of the HPC jobs and only progresses once the required number
of calculations has been completed. If the job is interrupted by
wallclock time limitations before then, it is automatically re-
submitted. chain-batch is transferable to different HPC sys-
tems; so far, it has successfully been used on the SGE-based
Thomas cluster hosted at University College London, as well
as the Slurm-based Cambridge Service for Data-Driven Dis-
covery (CSD3) and the UK National Supercomputing Service
ARCHER2.

B. Running Calculations with EDDPs

Table II summarises the different codes which use the ED-
DPs to carry out different types of atomistic calculations.
The EDDPs’ original purpose, structure prediction, is en-
abled by repose, which performs local structural optimisa-
tion of atomic configurations and is interfaced with the AIRSS
package. In addition, the EDDP suite of codes supports
phonon calculations based on the finite differences method99

through wobble, which calculates the vibrational energy, as

TABLE III. Single-core performance of potentials used in this work.

System CPU Time [µs/atom/step]
Carbon (Fig. 4(b) in section V A) 475

Lead (section V B) 324
ScH12 (section V C) 23781

lcs-Zn(CN)2 (section V D) 250

well as phonon dispersions and densities of states. MD sim-
ulations are performed using ramble, as well as through a
LAMMPS100 interface. These codes interact with the neural
network via the ddp module, see figure 3.
repose, wobble, and ramble are Fortran codes, supplied

by the EDDP package. They are not fully-featured pack-
ages, but rather designed to be workhorses which carry out
basic tasks and can easily be integrated into more complex
workflows. The EDDP-enabled version of LAMMPS per-
mits a wider range of dynamical simulations to be conducted.
The EDDPs are implemented through a new ‘pair-style’ and
currently permit OpenMP parallelisation over a single node.
Melting point calculations for lead (see Sec. V B 4) have been
computed separately and validated between LAMMPS and
ramble.

Both wobble and ramble can automatically construct
nearly cubic supercells with a specified number of atoms
given any primitive, or base, unit cell. While methods ex-
ist to generate such supercells (see e.g. Erhart et al.101), the
approach outlined below is more robust to varying orienta-
tions of the basis vectors, and therefore more suitable to high-
throughput calculations.

A structure with a primitive unit cell basis, Sp, can be trans-
formed to a supercell basis, Ss, by matrix multiplication,

Ss = PSp, (8)

where P is an integer matrix. The aim is to choose P which
generates the ‘most cubic’ Ss for a given Sp. In our approach,
we define a ‘cost function’, ∆, which is agnostic to the unit
cell orientation and contains the lattice parameters, xi, angles,
αi, and the target number of unit cells, Ntarget,

∆ =

√
∑i

(
xi −∑ j

x j
3

)2

∑i
xi
3

−
√

∑
i

cos2 αi +
|Ntarget −det(P)|

Ntarget
.

(9)
This cost function is minimised stochastically by applying
random changes of +1, 0, or −1 to the elements of P. If this
change lowers the cost function, then the new P is accepted.
This procedure is continued until a stable P is found which
will contain close to the target number of atoms and have a
close-to-cubic lattice shape.

The method described here is distinct from the method of
Erhart et al.101, which instead attempts to minimise the off-
diagonal terms of Ss and so is sensitive to the specific orien-
tation of Sp. Our method is well suited to high-throughput
calculations which may encounter non-standard unit cell ori-
entations.
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TABLE IV. Some of the most important parameters for obtaining high-quality EDDPs, along with commonly suitable values and strategies for
setting them appropriately for particular cases.

Parameter Common values How to determine it Comments
Radial cutoff rc ∼ 2×bond length Simple hyperparameter search It is essential to use a sufficiently large rc.

For rc > 5 Å, it may be beneficial
to increase the number of polynomials slightly.

Size of input dataset 1000 random & 5500 (shaken) MAEtesting » MAEtraining For systems with multiple elements,
local minima structures indicates that more data is necessary a larger dataset will usually be required.

(for single-element systems)

Number of polynomials M 5-7 Simple hyperparameter search

Range of minimum Should encapsulate the Known experimental structures or It is important that this is in the right
atomic separations & range exhibited by the simple AIRSS-CASTEP search range; the exact details are not crucial.

volumes per atom local minima structures

C. Benchmarks

Table III summarises the computational performance of the
different potentials used in this work. The timing tests have
been carried out on a single core of an Apple M1 Pro chip. The
systems for which the timings were measured were chosen to
reflect the practical applications in section V. All benchmarks
are 100-step MD simulations. The Pb benchmark is a solid-
liquid coexistence simulation at 0 GPa; the ScH12 benchmark
was carried out at 300 GPa; and the lcs-Zn(CN)2 benchmark
is a MOF at 0 GPa. The different densities explain the large
spread of timings. The open structure of the Zn(CN)2 MOF
system gives it the lowest number density of all the systems
studied. It therefore yields the fastest benchmark, in spite of
the large feature vectors needed to describe the three elements.
Conversely, ScH12 at 300 GPa is significantly denser than all
other systems, leading to a larger computational overhead for
calculation of the feature vectors.

For carbon, a cubic cell with 800 atoms at a density of 2
g/cm3 was constructed in order to enable comparison with the
potentials benchmarked by Qamar et al.102. We note that the
timings presented in table III represent a snapshot of the cur-
rent performance of the EDDP code suite. Further optimisa-
tions, particularly of the feature calculation and GPU porting,
are in progress. Nevertheless, the benchmarks demonstrate
that the EDDPs are capable of achieving costs competitive
with ACE, and an order of magnitude lower than the estab-
lished methods tested by Qamar et al.102. The benchmark
suite is available103.

D. Best Practices

The ‘recipe’ for generating an EDDP is straightforward,
and the key input parameters have reasonable defaults. For
some systems or applications, other values may give better re-
sults. In particular, we note that the default radial cutoff, 3.75
Å, is chosen to obtain fast potentials most suitable for struc-
ture search. If a more accurate and transferable potential is

required, a higher cutoff must typically be chosen. This is the
case for all examples presented in section V.

Table IV summarises (in roughly descending order of im-
pact) some common strategies for obtaining well-behaved and
transferable EDDPs. This is not intended to be an exhaustive
list; the case studies described in section V present a wide
range of different strategies for generating high-quality ED-
DPs. However, the parameters summarised in table IV will
provide suitable starting points, especially for those still learn-
ing to use EDDPs. All EDDP training parameters can be
optimised using hyperparameter searches. This does not re-
quire regeneration of the dataset and is hence computation-
ally cheap, especially considering the lightweight nature of
the neural network architecture.

V. CASE STUDIES

In this section, we present a series of case studies highlight-
ing different features and capabilities of the EDDPs. Carbon,
with its diverse range of allotropes and chemical bonds, is an
interesting and difficult test case for machine-learned poten-
tials. Our EDDPs generate smooth potential energy surfaces
in good agreement with DFT for a wide variety of different
structures. Lead, as a heavy metal, is expensive to describe
in DFT, due to the need for both a dense k-point grid and the
inclusion of spin-orbit coupling (SOC). Experimentally lead
is well-understood, making it a suitable test case. Training an
EDDP on high-quality first-principles data enables structure
searching and the successful reproduction of its known phase
diagram up to 20 GPa.

Two further case studies, the scandium hydride system un-
der pressure and a MOF, Zn(CN)2, demonstrate that EDDPs
are able to describe systems with more than a single element.
For scandium hydride, a single potential can be used to ro-
bustly search a range of stoichiometries, across a pressure
range of 50− 400 GPa. MD simulations reveal a prediction
of superionicity at 350 GPa and 600 K in this system. In
Zn(CN)2, we compute a negative thermal expansion in good
agreement with the experimentally observed value, without
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TABLE V. The input parameters chosen for the EDDP training as well as the underlying DFT calculations in the different case studies.

System
Parameter Carbon Lead Scandium hydride Zinc cyanide

DFT Parameters
Energy cutoff [eV] 600 600 600 600

k-point spacing [×2π Å−1] 0.05 0.017 0.03 0.04
XC functional PBE104 + TS dispersion correction105 PBEsol106 PBE PBE + TS dispersion correction

Structure Building Parameters
Minimum interatomic distance [Å] 1-2 2-4 Sc-Sc: 1.79-2.79 0.4-4

H-H: 0.60-1.46
H-Sc: 1.20-2.32

Volume per atom [Å3] 4-11 25-35 Sc: 6.9-16.1 25-100
H: 1.2-4.3

EDDP Training Parameters
rc [Å] 5.5 7 6 6

Number of exponents 5 6 5 5
Highest body order 3 3 3 3

Number of nodes in hidden layer 5 5 5 5
Number of random structures 1000 1000 10000 20000

Number of cycles 5 5 5 5
Number of local minima per cycle 100 100 100 110

Number of shakes per local minimum 10 10 10 10
Total number of structures 6500 6500 15500 32100

Pressure range [GPa] 0 0-50 50-400 0-10
Number of EDDPs generated 250 280 256 405

Number of EDDPs selected by NNLS 19 14 19 45
MAE [meV/atom] 64.88 3.14 25.33 44.34

prior knowledge of the stable structures. These two case stud-
ies also reveal good practices for training an EDDP for vari-
able stoichiometry.

All first-principles calculations presented in this work were
carried out using the CASTEP plane-wave DFT package78.
The EDDP package interfaces with the plane-wave DFT cal-
culations via the AIRSS package, and only requires single-
point energies. It can be straightforwardly adapted to differ-
ent DFT codes, or different total energy methods altogether.
The data that supports these case studies is available on Mate-
rialsCloud107.

A. Smoothness and Transferability: Carbon

In the context of structure prediction, a machine-learned po-
tential should be smooth, transferable, and robust. A smooth
potential is well suited to global optimisation, allowing phys-
ically sensible energy minima to be accessed from less physi-
cal initial conditions. The potential must also be transferable
to describe these diverse initial conditions with sufficient ac-
curacy.

Carbon is the essential element of organic life108 and a
building block in many diverse and complex molecules. The
allotropes of pure carbon are also of continued scientific in-
terest109,110 and machine-learned potentials have been applied
to accelerate their prediction and characterisation111. A diffi-
cult and illuminating test is to generate a potential for carbon
which is both smooth and transferable to systems far away

from idealised diamond- or graphite-like structures. While
several transferable Carbon potentials have been developed,
they vary significantly in smoothness, as discussed by Qamar
et al. in the comparison to their smooth ACE potential102, and
therefore suitability for structure search.

To highlight the comparative smoothness and transferabil-
ity of a well-trained EDDP, we train and compare two sepa-
rate potentials for carbon. The training set for the first poten-
tial contains only structures with minimum nearest-neighbour
atomic separations between 1 and 2 Å. The second potential
is trained on a set which contains a larger range of nearest-
neighbour distances.

Table V summarises the parameters governing the genera-
tion of the first potential. 1000 random structures were used
in the training set with minimum interatomic distances of 1-2
Å. 5500 local minima and shakes were added to the set in 5
cycles of iterative training. 250 EDDPs were generated from
this training data. The NNLS reduced this to 19 for the final
potential, which had a testing mean average error (MAE) of
64.88 meV/atom. This comparatively large error (the largest
of all systems in this section) results from the diversity of car-
bon systems. In many EDDP training sets, a large segment of
the error arises from badly described high-energy structures.
In this case, however, the test set error when considering only
structures within 1 eV/atom of the ground state is still 63.55
meV/atom.

The second potential was trained using the same param-
eters, but 500 randomly generated structures with minimum
C-C separations between 1.75 and 4.5 Å and volumes per
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FIG. 4. Potential energy curves of a number of carbon structures
as a function of distance for (a) an EDDP trained on data with only
short minimum atomic separations and (b) an EDDP with longer-
range data added. Lines represent EDDP curves and dots represent
DFT calculations. Dashed vertical lines indicate the largest nearest-
neighbour distance in the respective training sets.

atom from 40-70 Å were added to the dataset generated above.
100 identical copies of the isolated carbon atom were also
included. This structure is added multiple times to ensure a
suitable weighting in the fitting process. We emphasise that
other than this, the dataset remained completely random. For
instance, the isolated carbon dimer is not included in the train-
ing set. 250 EDDPs were again generated from this training
data, of which the NNLS selected 14 for the final potential.
The testing mean average error was slightly higher at 73.25
meV/atom in this case. The testing error over structures no
more than 1 eV/atom from the ground state is reduced slightly,
to 71.35 meV/atom.

The potential energy curve for the EDDP trained on smaller
interatomic distances is shown in Fig. 4(a). With exception
of the dimer, the potential accurately describes all structures
around their respective minima, including the simple cubic
crystal – an uncommon structure for carbon at low pressure.
Any unphysical oscillations in the curves are minor, and their
smoothness for atypical structures is enhanced dramatically
compared to the potentials tested by Qamar et al.102 - with the

TABLE VI. The properties of Carbon calculated by a variety of dif-
ferent machine-learned potentials. Values in brackets are the corre-
sponding DFT values.

Potential Lattice Parameter [Å] Bulk modulus [GPa]
EDDP I 3.502 (3.572) 580 (431)
EDDP II 3.570 (3.572) 433 (431)
ACE102 N.A. 429 (435)

PANNA112 3.576 (3.584) 431 (425)

exception of ACE. This is true even in regions with nearest-
neighbour distances larger than 2 Å, yielding a ‘sensible’ if
not quantitatively correct extrapolation into this region. A
shallow false minimum exists between 3.5 and 4 Å, but this
can be avoided in structure searches applying chemically sen-
sible constraints.

Fig. 4(b) shows that by augmenting the dataset, the correct
description of longer-range interactions can be achieved. The
curve now accurately predicts energies at long range, making
the potential more suitable for applications such as surface or
defect structure searches. No false minima exist in this EDDP.

From this example, we see that that EDDPs are, by con-
struction, smooth. We also show that it is trivial to produce
an EDDP which is suitable for the most important regions
of structure space - around the minima of the potential en-
ergy curves - and straightforward to improve the description
of longer-range interactions.

In order to enable comparisons with other carbon poten-
tials in the literature102,112, we calculated the lattice constant
and bulk modulus of diamond, using both the EDDP used to
generate Fig. 4(b), and a new EDDP trained (with the same
hyperparameters) on the dataset curated by Qamar et al.102.
For the sake of brevity, these two potentials are referred to as
EDDPs I and II respectively.

Table VI summarises the properties predicted by these ED-
DPs, as well as those predicted by ACE102 and PANNA112,113,
and compares them to the corresponding DFT values. EDDP
I disagrees most strongly with DFT. The dataset used to gen-
erate EDDP I is much smaller than those used for the ACE
and the PANNA potentials, and the EDDP is trained only
on the energies. It is designed for transferability and cost-
effectiveness to accelerate searches and is not in any way re-
fined to predict properties for diamond. EDDP II, however,
predicts properties in excellent agreement with DFT. This
demonstrates that the EDDP formalism can produce signifi-
cantly more accurate potentials when necessary.

Overall, this brief comparison highlights the flexibility of
the EDDPs, which can produce both cheap and transferable
potentials for searching, as well as accurate potentials com-
petitive with state-of-the-art methods. The balance between
the two extremes can be tuned to fulfil the specific task at hand
by adapting the training set and hyperparameters.
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B. (Heavy) Elements: Lead

Lead (Pb), with atomic number 82, is relatively common in
nature. It is the the heaviest element with stable isotopes and
the end-product of the three most common radioactive decay
chains114. Its ground state structures have been studied ex-
tensively up to hundreds of GPa. At ambient temperature,
the sequence is fcc → hcp → bcc with increasing pressure115.
The melt curve has also been investigated both experimen-
tally116–118 and with DFT119.

Spin-orbit coupling, a relativistic effect, is an important
contribution to the behaviour of heavy elements, as it is pro-
portional to the nuclear charge120. In Pb, it shifts the phase
boundaries, renormalises the phonons, and increases the su-
perconducting transition temperature121–123. However, the ad-
ditional computational expense associated with SOC124 pro-
hibits high-throughput DFT searches and ab initio MD. This
difficulty is compounded by the need for dense k-point grids
to obtain converged DFT energies in metals.

Accelerating such calculations is therefore an important
application of machine-learned potentials, enabling structure
prediction for previously inaccessible regions of the periodic
table. Here, we train an EDDP for Pb, with SOC included
in the training dataset, and deploy it for structure search-
ing, phonon calculations, and MD simulations. The result-
ing pressure-temperature phase diagram up to 20 GPa and
2500 K shows good agreement with available experimental
data. Compared to DFT, the reductions in computational cost
amount to 4-5 orders of magnitude for the structure searches
and 7 orders of magnitude for the lattice dynamics.

1. Training

Table V summarises the training parameters used to
generate the Pb potential. A norm-conserving pseu-
dopotential (NCP) with two projectors on both the
6s and 5d states, and one on the 6p state, was
constructed. The CASTEP pseudopotential string is
3|2.4|12|14|26|60NN:61N:52NN(qc=7). The potential’s
error over the whole testing set is 3.14 meV/atom. When
considering only the low-energy structures at most 1 eV/atom
from the ground state, this is further reduced by more than half
to 1.31 meV/atom. A separate potential was trained on DFT
energies not including SOC. In this case, the default C19 ul-
trasoft pseudopotential was used but all other parameters were
left unchanged. All calculations presented below include SOC
unless otherwise stated.

2. Benchmark Search and Enthalpy Curves

Table VII compares the number of 8-atom Pb structures
found with DFT and the EDDP per hour. The EDDP is very
nearly 5 orders of magnitude faster than DFT, and easily finds
the favourable fcc and hcp structures. Even accounting for the
computational expense of generating the DFT training data —
which uses only single-point energy calculations — the total

TABLE VII. The number of 8-atom structures found per hour per
core in the SOC energy landscape of lead using both DFT and the
EDDP on 112 CPU cores.

Method Number of structures per hour per core
DFT 0.0004

EDDP 37.107

computational cost of a thorough structure search is signifi-
cantly lower with the EDDP. This underlines starkly the chal-
lenge of carrying out ab initio structure prediction for heavy
metals at the level of accuracy required.

Next, we use DFT and the EDDPs to calculate the static-
lattice enthalpies of the three lowest-pressure known ground
states of lead, fcc, hcp, and bcc, up to 75 GPa. The results
are shown in Fig. 5, relative to the hcp enthalpy. The EDDP
shows good agreement with DFT for all structures’ enthalpies
up to ∼ 50 GPa and correctly predicts the fcc → hcp tran-
sition pressure. Fig. 5 also shows the ensemble deviation of
the energy estimations as a shaded region around each curve.
Beyond ∼ 50 GPa (the upper limit of the training data), the
DFT and EDDP energies begin to diverge, just as the devi-
ations increase. This indicates that ensemble deviations are
good predictors of the model’s uncertainty.

The errors in the EDDP predictions are slightly higher at
pressures near the edge of the training data (1.5-2 meV below
∼ 5 GPa and above ∼ 45 GPa, versus 1 meV in the range
of 5-45 GPa). This results from the training set being better
constrained in the intermediate region of the training pressure
range and suggests that training should include a wider range
of pressures than those to be studied. In addition, the bcc
structure of Pb is less well-described below 15 GPa, since it is
unstable in this regime. Hence it is not found in the training
set at the corresponding volumes. The ensemble deviations
faithfully reflect these features.

FIG. 5. Enthalpies and deviations up to 75 GPa of the fcc and bcc
structures of lead, relative to the hcp enthalpy. The shaded regions
indicate the EDDP ensemble deviations.
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3. Lattice Dynamics

In this section we compare phonon calculations of the
ground state (fcc) lead structure between DFT and the EDDP
at 0 GPa. The DFT calculations use the finite-difference
Caesar code, which accelerates phonon calculations by con-
structing a number of small non-diagonal supercells125. An
8× 8× 8 q-point grid is found necessary to obtain a phonon
dispersion in qualitative agreement with experiment.

Phonon calculations using DFT are very sensitive to small
changes in the calculated electronic structure. To obtain well
converged calculations, we required higher precision param-
eters. A plane-wave cutoff of 1000 eV, k-point spacing of
0.01× 2π Å−1 and an self-consistent field tolerance of 10−8

eV/atom were used. Furthermore, we increased the ‘standard’
and ‘fine’ Fourier transform grids to include plane waves up
to 2×Gmax and 2.5×Gmax, where Gmax is the diameter of the
reciprocal space cut off sphere.

Fig. 6(a) compares the phonon dispersions calculated using
the EDDP with those from DFT and experiment. The theo-
retical dispersions are calculated both with and without SOC.
In both cases the EDDPs reproduce the main features of the
phonon dispersion, with particularly good agreement at low
frequencies. We find poorer agreement between the EDDP
and DFT results when SOC is not included in the calculations.

The EDDP fails to capture the Kohn anomaly at the X
point, both with and without SOC. Kohn anomalies are un-
common, and result from a rapid change of the screening of
certain lattice vibrations by the electrons126. Kohn anomalies
occur along wavevectors which connect different momenta on
the Fermi surface, the so-called nesting vectors. It is perhaps
not surprising that a machine-learned potential, which inte-
grates out the details of the electronic structure, struggles to
capture such a subtle effect of the electron-phonon coupling.
Kohn anomalies are strongly localised in reciprocal space; in
real space they only occur for very specific extended con-
figurations. It appears that the EDDP simply averages over
this anomalous point in the electronic structure. This is not
a fundamental limitation of machine-learned potentials. Re-
cently, Wang et al. presented an MTP which successfully re-
produced the Kohn anomaly in α-Uranium127. This potential
was trained on data collected from MD runs of a supercell of
α-Uranium at a range of pressures and temperatures.

While the EDDP does not capture all the details of the
phonon dispersion, it produces good agreement for the total
vibrational energy (evaluated by integrating over all phonon
modes). This is essential for accurate thermodynamic calcu-
lations. Fig. 6(b) summarises the error in the vibrational en-
ergies predicted by the EDDP compared to those from DFT,
including SOC. The EDDP results are within 5 meV/atom
of the DFT prediction for all temperatures considered. The
zero-point energies agree almost exactly, with an error of 0.1
meV/atom. At 2000 K, the EDDP phonon energy is 4.4
meV/atom lower than that from DFT. The relative error de-
creases with temperature and is less than 1% from 250 K. This
is remarkable precision for a potential trained only on the en-
ergies, at a fraction of the computational cost of the DFT cal-
culations. For these phonon calculations, 42882 core hours

FIG. 6. (a) The phonon dispersion of fcc lead, calculated without
and with SOC using DFT as well as the EDDP, and compared to
experimental data from Brockhouse et al.128. (b) The error in the
EDDP prediction of the vibrational energy compared to DFT as a
function of temperature.

were required for DFT compared to only 0.01 with the EDDP,
a speed-up of more than 6 orders of magnitude.

4. Phase Diagram up to 20 GPa and 2500 K

The phase diagram was computed beginning with static-
lattice enthalpies for the fcc and hcp phases, calculated in 1
GPa steps from 0 to 20 GPa. For the relaxed structures at each
of these pressures, a harmonic phonon calculation was then
carried out. Thermal expansion was accounted for using the
quasi-harmonic approximation (QHA)130,131. This process re-
quires at least several dozen phonon calculations. At the DFT
level of theory, a single phonon calculation of the requisite
quality would take hours of wallclock time on a CPU node.
Using the EDDP, all calculations are completed in a matter of
minutes.

The melting points (Tm) are calculated using the coexis-
tence molecular dynamics method132–135. Simulation cells
containing 1000 ‘solid’ and 1000 ‘molten’ atoms are used.
Their motion is simulated using NpH molecular dynamics at
pressure steps of 2.5 GPa, covering again the pressure range
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FIG. 7. Phase diagram of Pb up to 20 GPa and 2500 K, calculated using EDDPs trained on DFT data (a) without and (b) with SOC. The
symbols indicate experimental data obtained from a variety of sources. The data for the fcc and hcp phases are taken from Kuznetsov et al129.
For the melting curve, the DAC data are from Godwal et al.116, the shock-wave data from Partouche-Sebban et al.117, and the Bridgman cell
data from Errandonea118.

from 0 to 20 GPa. The runs are allowed to equilibrate, and
the temperature is then averaged over at least 75 ps. The melt
curve is interpolated between these explicit calculations using
a polynomial fit.

Fig. 7 shows the pressure-temperature phase diagram of
lead (a) without and (b) with SOC, including experimental
data from a variety of sources116–118,129. In both cases the P-
T trends of the phase boundaries are in good agreement with
available data. Including SOC causes a shift in the transition
temperatures and pressures: Tm is decreased by ∼ 100 K and
the fcc → hcp transition pressure is decreased by ∼ 2 GPa.

For Tm, this leads to better agreement with the Bridgman-
type cell melting point measurements of Errandonea118 (the
most modern experimental data available). The reduction of
Tm when SOC is taken into account arises from the softening
of the phonon modes136,137. This relationship is more pro-
nounced with the EDDP than with DFT (Fig. 6), suggesting
the SOC-induced shift in Tm is likely overestimated with the
EDDP. The EDDP overestimates the experimental fcc → hcp
transition pressure in both cases, but the disparity is reduced
to ∼ 1 GPa with SOC included. The fcc-hcp-liquid triple point
is located at around 18.1 GPa and 1528 K. This exceeds the
estimate of Errandonea, who places the triple point at 15 GPa
and 1480 K118.

In summary, an EDDP has been generated that can success-
fully cover the pressure range from 0 to 50 GPa in lead. The
potential gives phonon dispersions in qualitative agreement
with experiment and DFT, but at specific k-points fails to cap-
ture all of the electronic structure effects seen in DFT. Vibra-
tional energies are nevertheless reproduced with errors of less
than 5 meV/atom for the fcc crystal even at 2000 K. Relative
errors are around 1%. The reduction in computational cost of-
fered by the EDDP compared to DFT allows for prediction of
the phase diagram of lead in the 0 to 20 GPa pressure range.
The coexistence MD required the EDDP, trained only on a va-

riety of small crystal structures, to adequately describe 1000-
atom solid phases, the liquid, and the interaction between the
two. The resulting melting curve is in good agreement with
experiment.

C. Binaries: Scandium Hydride

Superhydrides have garnered substantial interest due to
their intriguing characteristics, including high temperature su-
perconductivity and hydrogen diffusivity138. A prominent ex-
ample is LaH10, which has been shown in experiment to ex-
hibit a superconducting critical temperature above 260 K at
200 GPa61,139,140 and is predicted to have a high hydrogen
diffusion coefficient of 1.7 x 104 cm2/s at 170 GPa and 1500
K141,142.

Structure prediction has played an important role in the su-
perhydride story. In fact, silane was the first system studied
with AIRSS51, followed shortly by aluminium hydride143. In
recent years, almost the entire periodic table of binary hy-
drides have been the target of a structure search138, saturat-
ing what can be found using ab-initio searches. These stud-
ies are often limited partly by the relatively small system
sizes accessible using DFT and partly by the limited num-
ber of structures calculated during the searches - Have we
truly found the minimum energy structure? The lack of cer-
tainty with which we can answer this question is perhaps in-
dicated by the discrepancy between the large number of pre-
dicted superconducting hydrides and the small number that
have been successfully synthesised. To overcome this limi-
tation, larger systems must be explored adequately. A recent
structure search on silane with up to 16 f.u. identified a new
low enthalpy Pa-3 silane structure, which is not accessible
with small-system searches. This highlights the importance
of exploring larger systems to identify the true minimum en-
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ergy structure22. Here, we demonstrate how EDDPs can be
used to accelerate these searches, include larger unit cells and
sample more stoichiometries.

Scandium hydride has been subject to ab initio searches and
several stable structures have been predicted, including ScH9
which has a Tc above 160 K at 300 GPa144. We train a single
EDDP to cover a range of pressures and stoichiometries. We
then use this potential to search a wider range of stoichiome-
tries and larger unit cells to rediscover these stable structures.
We demonstrate that a refined potential can be used for MD
simulations of ScH12, which exhibits superionicity.

Table V summarises the training parameters used to gener-
ate the Sc-H potential. A key step in generating EDDPs for
binaries is to include a diverse range of stoichiometries in the
training data. In this case stoichiometries of ScxHy, where x =
1-4 and y = 0-20, were included in the dataset with the distri-
bution shown in Fig. 8.

FIG. 8. Distribution of structures in the scandium hydride training
data; by (a) number of atoms in the unit cell and (b) Distribution of
stoichiometries in the dataset.

During iterative training, local minima structures are found
and included in the training data. However, the potential can
often find structures multiple times — particularly if the sur-
rounding energy basin is large — leading to over-fitting and
poor transferability. To account for this, only local minima
with an ensemble deviation greater than 0.02 eV/atom are
added to the dataset. With this constraint, each iteration pro-
vides new environments to the training data, improving the
potential. Fig. 8 shows the resulting distribution of structures
in the training data in terms of both their number of atoms and
their stoichiometries. The range of stoichiometries and sys-
tem sizes generated during training is similar to the range used
in ab initio searches of binary systems. However, with our
method, DFT geometry optimisations are not required. The
structures are relaxed entirely using EDDPs. In this way, an
AIRSS search is performed during training, with no DFT ge-
ometry optimisations.

1. Structure Search

Searching with EDDPs can be carried out using the follow-
ing three-step procedure: searching with the potential to gen-
erate a large number of structures, screening the best struc-
tures, and finally performing full DFT geometry optimisations
to arrive at DFT ground states.

To search with this potential, we first use AIRSS and
repose to search for structures containing ScxHy where x =
1 and y = 1-12 with 1-4 f.u. for a deep, narrow search and
x = 1-8 and y = 1-80 for a broad search at 250 GPa. We
used the same constraints in volumes and atomic separation
for searching as we did for training (listed in table V) but with
an additional constraint of between 1 and 48 randomly chosen
symmetry operations. This resulted in 39645 local minimum
structures. We emphasise here that many stoichiometries in
the broad structure search were not present in the training data
and had not previously been accessible using DFT, as shown
in Fig. 9(a).

For screening, single-point DFT calculations are performed
on structures. We then re-rank the structures based on DFT
enthalpies at 250 GPa, which shows reasonable – but not per-
fect – agreement with the energy rankings from the EDDP.
Consistent rankings are not important here, so long as all the
relevant structures are low enough in energy to be carried for-
ward to this stage. Finally, structures which remain within an
enthalpy window of 0.01 eV/atom after the re-ranking are re-
tained for a full geometry optimisation. This typically does
not require many optimisation steps since the structure is al-
ready close to the energy minimum.

By this procedure, many previously reported scandium hy-
dride structures were rapidly rediscovered. In Fig. 9(b) we
plot the resulting convex hull where we see that Fm-3m ScH3,
I4/mmm ScH4, and P63/mmc ScH6 are stable at 250 GPa.
These results are in agreement with the findings of Ye et al.144.
Additionally, our extensive broad search has identified a previ-
ously unreported superhydride on the hull, ScH26, highlighted
in Fig. 10. Finite-difference phonon calculations at the DFT
level confirmed the dynamical stability of this structure on a
3×3×3 q-point grid.

2. Superionicity

Immm ScH12 is one of the stable superhydrides above 325
GPa144. To further explore the hydrogen diffusion in the Sc-
H system using MD, we generated a refined EDDP, target-
ing a single stoichiometry with Immm ScH12 and C2/c H2 as
marker structures. The refinement process involved adding
2000 Immm ScH12 structures and 2000 C2/c H2 structures
to the training dataset with the atoms randomly perturbed by
an amplitude of 0.2 Å. Additionally, the unit cell vectors are
scaled by randomly chosen factors between -0.02 and +0.02.

We used ramble to carry out MD simulations on nearly-
cubic supercells containing around 600 atoms using the
method described in section IV B. The simulations were per-
formed for 60 ps at temperatures of 300, 500, 600, 700, 800,
900, and 1000 K, and a pressure of 350 GPa. The diffusion of
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FIG. 9. (a) Stoichiometry distributions of the training dataset and local minimum structures obtained from narrow and broad structure
searches. (b) Convex hull diagram of scandium hydride constructed based on (top) DFT single point energies for structures searched at 250
GPa and (bottom) DFT-relaxed structures. Formation enthalpies are calculated with respect to ScH3 and solid H2. Black dots represent stable
phases on the convex hull, gray dots represent phases above the convex hull, and red dots represent previously reported structures or similar
structures that have been rediscovered.

FIG. 10. Stable and metastable superhydride structures. The first row includes some rediscovered structures previously reported. The second
row includes some previously unreported superhydride structures that have been identified in a broad structure search. An asterisk indicates
the structure is on the convex hull. The gray box indicates the unreported superhydride structure on the convex hull.

hydrogen was analyzed for the last 50 ps of each trajectory.
At 300 K, both Sc and H atoms vibrate around their mean

positions without any diffusion occurring during the 60 ps
simulation timescale. The H atoms begin diffusing at 500
K. We calculated the mean square displacement (MSD) av-
eraged over all H atoms <∆r2>. As shown in Fig. 11(a),
hydrogen atoms become increasingly diffusive with temper-
ature. The diffusion coefficient of hydrogen DH was then
calculated based on the Einstein relation <∆r2> = 6DHt, as-
suming a three-dimensional random walk. We obtain a value

of D = 3.2 × 10−6 cm2/s at 500 K, which increases to
1.6×10−4 cm2/s at 1000 K.

Based on the temperature dependent diffusion coefficients
shown in Fig. 11(b), the activation energy Ea of hydrogen dif-
fusion was estimated by fitting the data to the Arrhenius equa-
tion

DH = D0e−Ea/kBT (10)

The analysis of temperature-dependent diffusion coeffi-
cients reveals the manifestation of Non-Arrhenius behav-
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FIG. 11. Hydrogen diffusion in Immm ScH12 at 350 GPa. (a) Mean
square displacement of hydrogen atoms at different temperatures. (b)
Diffusion coefficient as a function of inverse temperature. (c) Diffu-
sion path of hydrogen for 50 ps at 300, 500, 700, and 1000 K. Green
and purple lines correspond to the trajectories of hydrogen and scan-
dium, respectively.

ior in ScH12, akin to observations in other superionic
conductors145–147. Notably, two distinct regimes with an ap-
proximate transition temperature of 700 K are observed. Be-
low 700 K, hydrogen atoms begin to move between lattice
sites and Ea = 0.43 eV. Above 700 K, Ea = 0.22 eV as the
hydrogen sub-lattice melts. These regimes can be differenti-
ated in the trajectories in Fig. 11(c). In the sub-lattice melting
regime, the activation energy is significantly lower, particu-
larly when compared to LaH10, which after sub-lattice melt-
ing has an activation energy of 0.44 eV above 1000 K (albeit
at a lower pressure of 163 GPa)142.

We have demonstrated that a single potential can predict
stable structures across a wider range of stoichiometries than
typically searched with DFT and rediscover the known phases.
Refinement of this potential allows for molecular dynamics
at larger length- and time-scales than previous work, leading
to a prediction of a two-stage superionic transition; from site
hopping to sub-lattice melting.

D. Ternaries: Zinc Cyanide

MOFs are a class of materials with a wide range of po-
tential applications from hydrogen storage to drug delivery
systems. They consist of metal ions connected to organic
molecular ‘linkers’ in often very complex, low-density, struc-
tures with large unit cells, making them difficult to study using
plane-wave DFT. MOFs, therefore, are a difficult but desirable
system to model using machine-learned potentials. Here, we
choose a chemically simple MOF, zinc cyanide, which con-
tains three elements, to demonstrate the use of EDDPs in such
systems.

Zinc cyanide, Zn(CN)2, has a disordered cubic crystal
structure, with Zn atoms connected tetrahedrally by CN ‘link-
ers’148. The ordered approximation of the structure is analo-
gous to two interpenetrated diamond-like sublattices, hereon
labelled ‘dia-c’ (see Fig. 12). Notably, this structure of
Zn(CN)2 possesses a large negative thermal expansion with
a coefficient149 α = 1

V
dV
dT =−17×10−6 K−1, which has been

attributed to the population of low-energy phonons150.
Other polymorphs of Zn(CN)2 have been synthesised in

the presence of methanol-ethanol-water mixtures under pres-
sure151. The small solvent molecules are are able to fill the
vacancies formed by lower density Zn(CN)2 structures like
diamond and Lonsdaleite (dia, lon) which form at higher pres-
sure. These structures, along with several ‘hand-crafted’ ze-
olitic structures, have been modeled using an empirical force-
field potential152 to study thermal expansion153.

In this example, we will reproduce these results without any
assumed prior knowledge of the structure of Zn(CN)2 or any
polymorphs, by first searching for low-energy, low density
Zn(CN)2 structures, which could in principle be synthesised
with other solvents. We then calculate the thermal expansion
of these empty frameworks using molecular dynamics. We
show that a general ‘all purpose’ Zn + 2C + 2N potential can
be used for structure searching and for molecular dynamics
with reasonable accuracy.

1. Training

Training potentials for ternary compositions can be more
difficult than for a single species or binaries; the combina-
toric variation of the local environment requires exponentially
longer feature vectors — they contain 498 components in this
case, in contrast with 43 in lead and 172 in scandium hydride
— and significantly more training data. We retain the prin-
ciple of training potentials on small unit cells. We further
emphasise a distinction between the local stoichiometry —
the atoms contained within a cut-off radius — and the global
stoichiometry of the crystal. Hence, for small-cell training,
the variety of the training data can be enhanced by sampling
structures with relatively few atoms, but with a range of global
stoichiometries.

In this case, the training data consists of ZnlCmNn where
l = 0,1, m= 0,1,2, n= 0,1,2, with a weighting towards l = 1,
m = 2, n = 2, and up to 4 f.u. per cell. The resulting distri-
bution of data is shown in Fig. 13. Table V summarises the
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FIG. 12. Crystal structures of Zn(CN)2 polymorphs. The top row includes some previously calculated polymorphs and the second row includes
low energy structures found by structure search using EDDPs.

FIG. 13. Distribution of structures in the Zn(CN)2 training data; by
(a) number of atoms in the unit cell and (b) stoichiometry.

training parameters used to generate the Zn(CN)2 potential.
Similarly to the carbon example, longer-range dispersion ef-
fects are implicitly incorporated in the generation of EDDPs
by including them in the DFT dataset.

2. Results

We begin by performing a random structure search with the
EDDP, using AIRSS and repose, generating around 40,000
Zn(CN)2 structures with a target volume between 100 and
300 Å3/f.u., with each containing between 1 and 20 f.u. and
1-48 symmetry operations. Fig. 14 shows these structures’
enthalpy-volume distribution. We find a high concentration of
points below 100 Å3/f.u., which have a higher density than
is typical for a Zn(CN)2 framework. These are structures
which, despite being initialised with large unit cells, con-

FIG. 14. Range of volume - enthalpy values for structures found by
random structure search with the Zn(CN)2 EDDP. Square symbols
indicate the named structure types.

TABLE VIII. Thermal expansion coefficients for the structures
shown in Fig. 15, calculated with TS and MBD dispersion correc-
tions. Experimental values153, where available, are in parenthesis.

ID label αMBD (10−6 K−1) αTS (10−6 K−1)
mof-152-C2N2Zn-I213 che -20.66 -24.88
mof-2-C2N2Zn-P-43m dia-c -14.21 (-17.46) -17.26 (-17.46)
mof-24-C2N2Zn-I-43d lcs -30.68 -50.57
mof-24-C2N2Zn-R3m dia -25.33 -30.46
mof-4-C2N2Zn-P63mc lon -25.58 -30.70
mof-6-C2N2Zn-P61 unj -21.90 -27.66
mof-8-C2N2Zn-Cc mok 2.04 0.13

mof-8-C2N2Zn-P63mc cfc -25.72 -31.84
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FIG. 15. Relative volume change with temperature at 0 GPa (a) and with pressure at 300 K (b) for a range of metastable and hypothetical
Zn(CN)2 structures.

densed into much denser phases during geometry optimisa-
tion. This demonstrates a difficulty with low-density struc-
ture prediction, as there are several accessible routes to con-
densed states, but much fewer routes to low-density phases.
With EDDP structure searching, we can overcome this issue
simply by performing very extensive searches. This is also
a demonstration of the transferability of the EDDP, which —
in contrast to an empirically derived potential — is able to
describe the layered hexagonal and tetrahedral carbon nitride-
like environments typical of the condensed phases.

Several low-density zeolite-like structures were pre-
dicted in the search. We were able to rediscover the
polymorphs proposed by Trousselet et al. (which are
indicated by squares in Fig. 14) as low-energy states
close to the enthalpy-volume convex hull. We also find
several other novel stable polymorphs with similar vol-
umes and energies, the structures of which are shown in
Fig. 12. These new structures include some which are
similar to known clathrate types (mof-6-C2N2Zn-Im-3
and mof-24-C2N2Zn-Fd-3c) and other novel com-
plex networks (such as mof-16-C2N2Zn-P-421c and
mof-12-C2N2Zn-P4132).

We then explored the the behaviour of some of the low-
density polymorphs at finite temperature. Specifically, we
used the structures calculated by Trousselet et al. with the
labels che, dia-c, lcs, dia, lon, unj, mok and cfc. These are
tabulated, along with their structure ID, in table VIII.

We used ramble to run MD at 50, 150, 250, 350, 450 K
at ambient pressure with supercells containing around 500
atoms. These supercells were made to be ‘nearly-cubic’ us-
ing the method described in section IV B. Fig. 15(a) shows
volume change with temperature for these structures. Linear
fits to the data show an expansion coefficient, α = −17.26×
10−6 K−1 for the ‘dia-c’, which is remarkably close to the
experimental and previously calculated values of -17.4 and -
16.9 ×10−6 K−1 respectively. A second potential trained us-
ing the MBD dispersion correction scheme154 gave qualita-
tively similar results, as shown in table VIII, but a value of

α = −14.21× 10−6 K−1. The behaviour of the metastable
hypothetical structures is in good agreement with those calcu-
lated using a parameterised force-field153.

We also ran MD simulations at 300 K for a range of pres-
sures. The volume changes are shown in Fig. 15(b). We
see that the denser structures, dia-c and mok, remain stable,
whereas the more open structures undergo a structural transi-
tion above 0.25 GPa. This is also in line with results obtained
by Trousselet et al..

With this example, we highlight the feasibility of generat-
ing a good potential for a ternary system and extracting phys-
ically sensible results. We should note that in calculating the
thermal expansion, a well-parameterised empirical potential is
clearly sufficient to model the dynamics. However, as demon-
strated by our structure search, a machine-learned potential is
transferable to more unusual systems, for example with bro-
ken cyanide bonds or layered C-N networks. This means ED-
DPs can be exploited for exploration-based studies — where
calculations can be performed on systems without any prior
assumptions — to make new discoveries.

While this ternary system is feasible, typical MOFs contain
more than 3 or 4 elements. Chemical complexity becomes
a limiting factor for machine-learned potentials and EDDPs
are no exception. The EDDP feature vector scales such that
a naive extension to systems with more elements will lead to
overly sparse feature vectors and a consequential bottleneck
in calculation speed. Recent work by Ceriotti and co-workers
has attempted to address this issue by considering ‘alchemi-
cal’ correlations155. To continue increasing the chemical com-
plexity, it may be necessary to adopt a similar approach.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have demonstrated that the EDDPs can
significantly accelerate structure prediction, but also have ap-
plications beyond this initial intent. This is achieved without
requiring a sophisticated (and costly) neural network architec-
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ture and relies only on single-point DFT energy calculations
of small cells, making them convenient and cheap to train.
The EDDPs’ smoothness means they are well-behaved over
wide regions of structure space. They possess a good degree
of size transferability, allowing potentials trained on cells con-
taining 24 atoms or less to model much larger systems suc-
cessfully. For pure elements, only a few thousand DFT calcu-
lations on small cells are required to achieve meV-level accu-
racy, excepting carbon, a particularly difficult system.

In the cases of both scandium hydride and zinc cyanide,
a single EDDP each is capable of successfully searching a
wide range of stoichiometries. This is evidenced by the re-
production of known results in these two test cases. An
EDDP-enabled MD simulation of Immm-ScH12 predicts hy-
drogen sublattice melting and superionicity above 700 K at
350 GPa. This phenomenon has been demonstrated using
AIMD for other superhydrides under high pressure. By com-
bining high-throughput phonon calculations and coexistence
MD, an EDDP was used to generate a phase diagram for lead.
This was done taking SOC into account, which brings the melt
curve into better agreement with experiment.

The EDDPs were originally termed ‘ephemeral’ to indicate
the intention to design a custom potential suitable for a given
application and then discard it. Instead of expending consid-
erable effort and computational power training a ‘perfect’ po-
tential, it can be preferable to train a sufficient potential and
spend the available resources on using it.

This philosophy has not entirely been superseded - our in-
tent is not to present a new set of benchmark potentials for the
systems discussed. Nevertheless, the ease with which EDDPs
can be trained means that for a given application, often several
dozen potentials can be generated in order to assess the best
combination of parameters. Furthermore, once a satisfactory
potential has been generated, the robust nature and smooth-
ness of the EDDPs means they are applicable more widely
than originally anticipated. The ‘ephemeral’ data-derived po-
tentials have proven more long-lived than expected.
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